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ABSTRACT

First of all, by asking forgiveness from Allah SWT, here I try to reveal the signs of the greatness of 
Allah SWT regarding the secret of falling in love with Allah from both parties from the point of 
view of the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

Signs of the greatness of Allah SWT about falling in love with Allah from both parties in the verses:

"Say: "If you (really) love Allah, follow me, Allah will surely love you and forgive your sins." 
Allah is Forgiving, Most Merciful. (Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

"... Allah made you love of faith and made faith beautiful in your hearts and made you hate 
disbelief, wickedness, and disobedience... (Al Hujuraat: 49: 7) 

In an effort to unveil the greatness of Allah SWT regarding the secret of falling in love with Allah 
from both sides, I use the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

HYPOTHESIS 

Here I propose the hypothesis that love for God is a pure relationship between God and His 
creatures seen from the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA) 

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide 
polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. 
The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytocine (C) and Thymine (T). Guanine (G) 
is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 

Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 
phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms. 

Based on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) humans are composed of 32.20% carbon atoms, 25.43% 
nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% hydrogen atoms. Where carbon, nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen atoms are widely available around us and in the atmosphere. These atoms are the raw 
materials for the manufacture of humans, animals, fungi, amoeba, plants, bacteria and archaea.

HOW TO LOVE ALLAH

Now we focus on revealing the secret behind the verse: "..." If you (really) love Allah... (Ali 'Imran: 
3: 31) 



Here humans are faced with a requirement, namely if we really fall in love with Allah, then the 
requirements must be met. 

So, what are the requirements if we fall in love with Allah? 

The answer is “...follow me,...(Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

Now it is revealed that if we fall in love with Allah, then we must follow Allah. 

FALLING IN LOVE WITH ALLAH IS LOVE FROM BOTH PARTY 

We continue to unpack about this love for Allah, where our love will be reciprocated “... Allah loves 
and forgives your sins....(Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

Only now has it been revealed that the secret of falling in love with Allah is love that occurs from 
both sides, love from Allah and love from His servants. 

Allah's love is expressed in the promise "... Allah loves and forgives your sins.... (Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

The love of the servant of Allah is in the deed “...follow me,...(Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

LOVE BORN FROM BOTH PARTY IS PERFECT AND ETERNAL LOVE 

It is increasingly revealed that the love that is born from both sides is a perfect and eternal love. 

This is a perfect and eternal love that is our love for Allah, and Allah repays His love for us. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret behind the verse: "..." If you (really)
love Allah... (Ali 'Imran: 3: 31) 

Here humans are faced with a requirement, namely if we really fall in love with Allah, then the 
requirements must be met. 

So, what are the requirements if we fall in love with Allah? 

The answer is “...follow me,...(Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

Now it is revealed that if we fall in love with Allah, then we must follow Allah. 

We continue to unpack about this love for Allah, where our love will be reciprocated “... Allah loves 
and forgives your sins....(Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

Only now has it been revealed that the secret of falling in love with Allah is love that occurs from 
both sides, love from Allah and love from His servants. 

Allah's love is expressed in the promise "... Allah loves and forgives your sins.... (Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

The love of the servant of Allah is in the deed “...follow me,...(Ali 'Imran: 3:31) 

It is increasingly revealed that the love that is born from both sides is a perfect and eternal love. 



This is a perfect and eternal love that is our love for Allah, and Allah repays His love for us.
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